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In the mathematical modeling of a cellular control process with positive 
feedback, one obtains a system of ordinary differential equations of the 
following type: 
.r, - ’ -u,, ?‘m, +?‘m- I3 ?,,(O) = rl, > 03 (t > 0) (O-1) 
where cli > 0 for i = l,..., m. u > 1. and h,(r) = r”/( 1 + P) for all r > 0. 
The behavior and stability properties of solutions to this type of system 
have been studied in the papers by Griffith [ 3 1, Othmer [4] and Selgrade [ 8 1. 
A crucial issue is that Eq. (0.1) represents positive feedback and, in 
particular. h;(r) > 0 for all r > 0. This assumption implies that the system 
(0.1) belongs to a class of differential equations called quasimonotone 
systems, and the fundamental properties of solutions to such systems play an 
important role in our techniques. 
Considering systems that leave the positive orthant invariant. we 
investigate the problem of steering the initial point to a positive vector with a 
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set of controls having only nonnegative values. As an example, given a 
positive equilibrium solution [* = (CT,..., <z) of the system (O.l), which could 
be unstable for o > 1, we show that there is a piecewise constant control 
function p = bi)y from [0, T] to Rm such that the solution z = (z;): to 
z; = -a,z, + h,(z,) +p,. z,(O) = 0, 
2; = --a,22 + z, +lu,, Z?(O) = 0. 
z;=-amzm+zm-, +pu,, z,(O) = 0. fE 10, T] (0.2) 
exists on 10, r] and satisfies z(T) = [ *. In particular, we prove that this 
holds for nonnegative controls. If it is required that one of the components of 
the controls is identically zero, then, in general, the controllability of c* by 
nonnegative controls is no longer guaranteed. 
Theorem 1 includes a controllability result for a general quasimonotone 
control system. The application to time optimal control problems is given in 
Theorem 2. Both results are applied to a system of the type 
z’(t) = &(f)) + Pu($ z(0) = e, t > 0, (0.3) 
g = ( gi)y a continuously differentiable function from ‘F;“: (the positive 
orthant in nrn) into Em that is quasimonotone and satisfies g(0) > 8. Not 
only all equilibrium points, but all [* E Ry with g([*) < 8 are controllable 
by nonnegative controls as shown in Proposition 3. Further results are 
obtained for the time optimal control problem and also for refined bang bang 
principles in particular systems with quasimonotone nonlinearities. Other 
results dealing with nonnegative controls can be found in Brammer [ l]. 
Pachter and Jacobson [ 5 ] and Saperstone and Yorke [ 7 ]. 
1. NOTATION 
Let m be a positive integer and let RT denote the positive orthant in real 
m-dimensional euclidean space Rm: 
WT = (( = (C)y ( ri > 0 for i = I?..., m}. 
For each pair < = (C)y and ~7 = (vi)7 in Rm write c > q only in case ri > vi 
for each i = l,..., m; write r > v only in case r > q and r # 9; and write r ti q 
only in case & > vi for each i= l,..., m. The symbol 8 denotes the zero of pm 
and 1 - 1 denotes the euclidean norm on Rm. Denote by LL"'[O, co) the space 
of all measurable functions ,u = bi);” from [0, co) into p” that are essen- 
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tially bounded on each bounded subset of 10, co) and define the class 
t!/+ c LL”[O. co) by 
%/+ = (p = &)y E f.L”‘(O, co) 1 p(t) < 0 for almost all t >, 0). 
For each v E ;i/, . Let i’/+(r) be defined by 
H+ (11) = (P E H+ 1 v(t) > p(t) > e for almost all t > 0). 
For each i = I..... m, it is supposed that J is a real-valued function on 
10, co) x IRT X 10, co) and that the functionfis defined on [O, co) x rFT x 
IF;‘: by 
It is assumed that the function f satisfies the following conditions: 
(fl) If kE (l...., m) and (f,<.a)E (O,cx,)X IFi’: X ET with &=O, 
then fk(t, r. ok) > 0. 
(f2) If k E { l,..., m}, then fk is continuously differentiable and 
?/Ptjfk(f, r, uk) > 0 for (f, <, ok) E [0, co) x P’: X [0, co) andj = l,.... m with 
j# k. 
Condition (fl) is referred to as an quasipositive property and (f2) is referred 
to as a quasimonotone property (see Walter [9, p. 971). Note that if (f2) 
holds, then (fl) holds only in case fk(f, 0, uk) > 0 for each (f, u,J E [0, 03)’ 
and k = l..... m. For each ,D = Qi)‘: E #+ the following system of differential 
equations is considered: 
z;(f) =fi(f. z(f), ,ui(f)), z,(O) = 0, f > 0, i = l...., m. (1.1) 
If ,!? is a positive number or +co and z = (zi): is a function from (0, p) into 
F’J. then z is said to be a solution to (1.1) on [O./?) if z(0) = 8. z is 
absolutely continuous on each compact subinterval of [0, j?), and (1.1) is 
satisfied for almost all f E (0, /I). 
PROPOSITION I. For each ,u E Y/+ there is a unique noncontinuable 
solution z(= z(.; ,u)) fo (1.1) on [O, /I) where /I(= p(u)) is a positive number 
or +oo. If/l < +a~, then ) z(f)/ + +co as f-p-. Suppose rhaf ,u E i’/, and 
(,u”}F=, is a sequence in ?/+ such that for each b > 0, 
J”l~‘(t)-p(t)/df-+O as k-co 
-0 
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and there is a number M(b) > 0 such that 
essup{ liukWl: t E 10, bl 1 < M(b) forallk> 1. 
Then for each 0 < c < p(u) there is an N = N(c) > 0 such that /I(jtk) < c for 
all k > N and 
lim Iz(t; ,u”) - z(t; p)l = 0 
k-oc 
uniformly for t E [0, c]. 
By considering a continuously differentiable extension off to [O, co) x 
Pm x ‘PT one has immediately the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
(see, e.g., Coddington-Levinson [2, Chap. 21 or Warga [ 10, 11.41). The fact 
that the solution to (1. I) remains nonnegative follows from the quasipositive 
assumption (fl). The idea of the proof of the continuous dependence of 
solutions on ,u goes in the standard matter (recall that the sequence (pk}: 
has a subsequence that converges pointwise almost everywhere). The 
following observation is helpful: 
If c > 0 and lim SUP~+~, Izk(t)l <N(c) < co uniformly for 
t E [0, c] and z is the solution to (l.l), then P(,D) > c and 
zk + z uniformly on [0, c]. (1.2) 
Note that under the suppositions of (1.2), there is a k, > 1 such that 
sup((dzk(t)/dtl: t E [O,c], k> k,} < co, and hence that the family (zk}y is 
equicontinuous on [0, c]. One also needs to observe that if zk + z uniformly 
on [0, c], then 
)I Ifi(x, zk(s), P:(S)) -~Js, z(S), Pi(s))1 ds + 0 
-0 
as k -+ 03 
for each i E { I,..., m) and t E [0, c]. 
The quasimonotone property (f2) can be used to establish results involving 
differential inequalities. For example, the following result is valid: 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that u E #+ and that w = (wi)y is piecewise 
continuously dtflerentiable from [0, b) into RR’: and satisJes 
$(t) >.I& w(t), Pi(O), ~~(0) > 0, a.e. t E [0, b), i= l,.... m. 
Then the solution z = (zi)l; to (1.1) exists on [0, b) and z(t) < w(t) for all 
t E [ 0. 6). 
When ,u is continuous this can be established by noting that if w(t) > z(t) 
for 0 <t < T < b and ~~(7’) = zi(T) for some iE {l,..., m}, then 
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n,:(T) > z;(T) (see Walter 19, pp. 97-991). The assertion for general ,D E H+ 
can be established by approximating ,u with continuous members of #+ and 
using continuous dependence of solutions on ,U as is indicated in Proposition 
1. 
2. THE BASIC RESULT 
In this section we establish our basic result on the controllability of Eq. 
(1.1). Throughout this section is is assumed that I’= (vi): is a continuous 
function from (0, co) into ‘FT with l’(t) $0 for all t > 0, and for each 
k E ( l,.... m) we define the function xk from [0, co) X [0, 00) into IF by 
X/h r) =.m m %(O) for all (t, r) E [0, co) x [O, a~), (2.1) 
where z(r) is defined to be the member (&)y of ‘P-T with & = r and ri = 0 for 
i # k. By the quasimonotone property (f2) one sees easily that 
for all t > 0, (<J’; E RT, k E ( I,..., m}. (2.2) 
With the notations of the previous section we have the following result: 
THEOREM 1. In addition to (fl) and (f2) suppose that v = (vi): and 
x = kk)r;l are as in the preceding paragraph, that C* = (CT)? E ‘RT with 
C* > 8, and that the following conditions are also satisfied: 
(h 1) fi(t. [*, 0) < 0 for all t > 0 and i = l,..., m; 
(h2) for each k E (I,.... m 1 there is a time T, > 0 such that the 
solution @k to @L(t) = xk(t, qSk(t))for t > 0 and $,JO) = 0 satisfies fik(Tk) = ljJ; 
and 
(h3) if k E (l,..., m} and (E PT with & = C,* and r< <*, then 
f,(t. CL vJt)) > 0 for all t > 0. 
Then <* is controllable by i//+(v), i.e., there is a control ,a E i’/+ (v) and a time 
T > 0 such that the solution z to (1.1) satisJes z(T) = c*. Moreover, ,a can be 
selected so that z(t) < C* for all t E [0, T] and T < max( Tk ( k = l,.... m}. 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we use the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. In addition to the suppositions of Theorem 1 suppose that 
a>0 and that qERT with q < c*. Set To= (i]qi=Cjc} and 
r, = (i 1 vi < CT 1. Then there is a /I > a and a measurable function 
,i: [u,j3,-IF’: such that for almost all t E [a, /I), z,.(t) < vi(t) for i E To and 
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&(f) = vi(f) for i E r, , and such that the solution w = (wi)y to the initial 
value problem 
“((0 =fj(fl 403 Li(O), f E [a, /I). w(a) = q (i = l,.... m) 
exists on [a, /?) and has the following properties: 
(i) for each f E [a, /3), wi(f) = CT for i E r, and wi(f) < I;: for i E f-,; 
(ii) if/3 < CO, then wi(t) + CT as f -+ p-for af feast one i E f, : and 
(iii) if k E r, and y/k is the solution to v;(t) = ,yk(f. ty,Jf)). f > a and 
~/~(a) = vk, then ~~(0 > vk(Ofor I E la, P). 
ProoJ Assume that r, = (k, ,..., k,} and define g = (g,); on [(I, co) x Py 
by 
kTiCt3 f) =fk,Cf7 P(t), 17kiCf )I for I > a, Jo ‘PT and i = l,.... 4. 
where p(c) = (ri)y E CT for i E r,, and I&, = fi for i = I,..., q. Now let 
1’ = (I’~): be the solution to 
L’:(t) = gi((, z’(f))v ui(a) = l?k,, f > a and i = l...., 4. (2.3) 
From (2.2) and the definition of g one sees that I:: > xk,([, u,(t)) for 
i= 1 ,..., 9; and hence if vki is as in (iii) this differential inequality implies 
that 
for i = l,..., 2 and all r > a 
in the domain of existence. (2.4) 
Since vk,(t, 0) > 0 for i = l,..., q by (fl), it follows that v,(l) > 0 for all 
i= 1 ,..., q and f in the domain of ui. Set ,f3 = +cr, if Lag < r,*, for all f > a 
and i = l,..., q; otherwise let /I be the supremum of all numbers 1’ > a such 
that v,(r) < [ti for all f E [a, y) and i = l,..., 4. Now define gki and M!~, on 
[a, p) by jiki = u,(f) and w,$l) for i = l,..., 9. For i E r, define ~‘~(0 E CT on 
[a, p). If i E r,, we have from (f2) and (hl) that 
and from (h3) that fi(f, w(r), v,(f)) > 0 for all f E [a, /?). Therefore, for each 
i E r, and f E [a, p) there is a pi(f) E [0, vi(f)) such that A((, w(f). ,ii(f)) = 0. 
Since Filippov’s lemma implies that pi can be chosen measurable, the 
functions @ and w constructed in this manner fulfill the conditions asserted 
by this lemma and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Set to = 0, ye’= 6, c = (i/qp = [,+} and l-y = 
{i I r$’ < [F}. Let W. ,~7 and p be as in Lemma 1 with a = to, q = q”. r. = PO 
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and r, = <, and define z(f) = ‘u(t) and p(t) =,C(f) for f E [to, /I). If i E <‘, 
then p’(t) = vi(f) and by (2.2) 
z:(f) =fiff3 z(f), vi(f)> > Kj((9 zj(0) for f E [O, /.I). 
Therefore zi(r) > am for f E (0,/I) and we see that /I < Ti by (h2). Define 
f’ =/3 and zi(t’) = lim, +,,- zi(f) for i= l,..., m. Now set q’ =z(f’), 
f: = (i 1 n: = t;,? ) and r: = (i / v,! < t;,? \ (note that ri is a proper subset of rh 
by (ii) of Lemma 1). If rt = 0 set T = /I and the proof is complete. If 
rl # 0, let p. w and ,C be as in Lemma 1 with a = t’, q = ~1’. r. = ri and 
r, = rl, and define z and ,B on (f’, p} by z(f) = M’(I) and ,u(t) = c(t). Arguing 
as before we obtain that I-i is a proper subset of rt and we may continue this 
procedure until there is an integer k (I ,< k < m) such that rt is empty. Then 
zi(fk) = CT for all i = I,..., WZ, and setting T = fk completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Again, suppose that v = (pi)“‘: [0, co) --t k: is continuous and that v(t) B 8 
for all t > 0. Let us define the corresponding time optimal control problem 
for (1.1). The set W([*) for some [* E [PT is given by 
W(C*) = ((7,~) E ;F! + x 77+(v) / the solution z(.;,u) of (1.1) 
satisfies z( T; p) = [* }. 
A control $ is called time optimal, if there is a T” > 0 such that 
(F, p) E W([*) and ?< T for all (r, ,u) E I+‘(<*). 
The existence of time optima1 controls is assured, sincefi(t. r, ci) depends 
only on oi for each i = l,..., m. Therefore the set 
is convex for each (f, 0 E [O, CO) X k:. 
Hence the following theorem is implied by the results in (61. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (fl) and (f2) hold and [* E Ry is controllable bq 
7/t (v), i.e., there is a ,a E t/+(v) and a T > 0 such that the solution z fo (1.1) 
satisfies z(T) = [*. Then the time oprimal control problem is solvable. 
Moreover, there is a nontrivial and absolutely continuous function p = 
(pi):: [0, F] --t I&q” such that 
-P’(f) = [a/w-(f, qo,/.qo)]* P(f) for almost all f E [0, T] (2.5) 
and 
’ a/duj&([, ;(I), Pi(t)) Pj(f)[ui - Pi(Ol < O 
,z 
for all (uJ” E fi [O, \ji(t)] and almost all f E [O, i‘]. 
i=l 
V-6) 
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where [f3/lag(t, f(t), P(t))] * is the transpose of the jacobian matrix of the 
map < -f(t, <, P(t)) evaluated at r = f(t). 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
Suppose that g = ( gi)T is a continuously differentiable function from Pm 
into R” that satisfies the following properties: 
(gl) If k E (l,..., m) and rE IPT with & = 0, then g,(r) > 0; and 
(g2) 2gi(<)/rj > 0 for all <E Ip’: and i, j = l,.... m with i # j. 
Consider the initial value problem 
?“W =&Y(t)), t>O,y(O)=qEIF”:. (3.1) 
Under conditions (gl) and (g2) there is a unique noncontinuable solution 
.I’(.; q) to (3.1) for each v > 0 that is defined on an interval [ 0, p(q)) where 
,8(q) > 0 or /3(q) = +a~. Moreover, y(t; q) > 0 for all q > 0 and t E [0, p(q)). 
Notice that the mathematical model indicated in the introductory section is 
of the form (3. I). The control system which we are investigating is given by 
z’(t) = g@(t)) + Pu(t), t > 0, z(0) = 8. (3.2) 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1 we have 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that g satisfies (gl) and (g2) and let p > 0. 
Then an)’ [* E Rm with g([*) < 0 and [* > 0 is controllable by g+(r), where 
r = (ri)y E ‘RT is deJined by 
ri=P+maX(-gi(T)le<r~r*}, i = l,..., m. 
Furthermore, the time T in which c* can be reached by a control of f/+(r) 
can be estimated bJ7 
0 (T<p-‘max([TIi= l,...,m} 
and the corresponding state trajectory satisfies 
8 < Z(f) < r* fort E 10. T]. 
ProoJ: If f(t, r, 0) = g(6) + (5 for all (t, t;, u) E [0, co) X IRy X ‘Ry. it 
follows easily from the suppositions that (fl), (f2), (hl) and (h3) are 
satisfied with vi(t) = ri for t > 0 and i = l...., m. Moreover, if k E { l,..., m} 
and < is a member of ‘R’J with ti = 0 for i = I...., m. i # k, then 
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whenever c$ < [k*, and we see that (h2) holds with T, < p-‘[z. Therefore, 
this proposition is a special case of Theorem 1. 
In order that a p E Y/+ can be selected so that the solution z to (3.2) 
satisfies z(T) = <* for some T > 0 and some given C* E IR‘i”,. it is certainly 
not necessary that g([*) < 8. It is, however, easy to see that solutions to 
(3.2) cannot in general reach every <* > 0 (if g has the form indicated by the 
model in the introduction and z is a solution to (3.2) with ,u(O) > 0, then 
z(t) 9 19 for all I > 0: so the solutions to (3.2) cannot reach any boundary 
point of lilly except r3). Note also that if [* > 0 is as in Proposition 3, then 
there does not exist a time optimal solution z to (3.2) if ,B can be chosen 
from all of i’/, (if p 4 +a~ then T- O+. and hence [* can be reached in 
arbitrarily small times T > 0). 
Using Theorem 2 one can obtain results on the existence and properties of 
time optimal solutions. For a particular class of nonlinearities g we derive 
from (2.6) a bang bang principle. Let the system be of the following form: 
z; =g,(z,. z,) SPu,(d. z,(O) = 0, 
z; = g,(z, 1 zz) + &(f), z,(O) = 0. 
&I = tL&,- I? Zm) + Pm(f). z,(O) = 0. (3.3) 
We have the following result for this system: 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose fhaf g = ( gi)y has the form indicated in (3.3), 
fhaf a/X,g,(<,, t,) > Ofor <l > 0, t, > 0, and a/atigi+,(ti,ti+,) > Ofor 
ti > 0, &+, >O i= I ,..., m - 1. Suppose that v: [0, 00) -+ RT is continuous 
with v(f) 4 f3 for all f > 0 and [hat c* E F!y with [* f 19 is controllable b) 
N+(v). Then c* * 19 and the set of time opfimal controls in S’+(v) is nonempfy. 
Moreover, if ,L = (,GJ” is any time optimal control, then ,Li is piecervise 
continuous and Pi(t) E {O, vi(f)} for all f E [0, F] and i = l,..., m. 
Indication of proof. From the assumptions and the form of (3.3) one sees 
easily that if i E ( I,..., m - I } and 2i(f) > 0. then ii+,(s) > 0 for all s > f. 
Also, r,(t) > 0 implies i,(s) > 0 for s > t. Therefore i(t) 9 0 for all 
f E (0, T] and hence C* 9 8. To complete the proof it suffices from Theorem 
2 to show that each solution pi (i = l,..., m) of (2.5) can have only a finite 
number of zeros in ]O, f]. To establish this, note that in this case Eq. (2.5) 
has the form 
-p; = +x, g,W)) PI + a/x, g*(W)) PZ? 
-P’z = w, g@(t)) Pz + a/x2 g@(f)) P3 7 
: : . . 
-P:, = a/at, g,(f(t)) Pm + ~/X, g,W)) PI. (3.4) 
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Since 2(t) $ 0 for f > 0, we see that a/&gi+,(.?(t)) > 0 for all i = l...., m 
(i + 1 is defined as 1 when i= m). Suppose. for contradiction, that 
j E (l,..., m) and that pi has an infinite number of zeros in IO. p]: say 
pj(t,) = 0 for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where I, + I, as k + a~. For definiteness assume 
that f, < f, < ... . We show that pj+, (again j + I is defined to be 1 when 
j=m) has a zero in [tk,fk+, 1 for each k > 1. If pJ(tk) = 0, it is immediate 
from (3.4) that pi+ I(f,) = 0. If pJ(f,J f 0, then f, is an isolated zero of 4;. 
and there is a zero f, of pj such that t, < tk <t,+ , and p(s) # 0 for 
s E (tkr ik). If p;(ik) = 0 we have again from (3.4) that pi+ ,(f,) = 0. If both 
p,!(tk) and p,!(ik) are nonzero, they must be of opposite sign since pj does not 
change sign in (tk. f,). Since 
?/?tjgj+ I(2(s)) Pj+ ItsI = -Pi(s) for s = t,. ik 
and since a/Xjgj+ ,(i(s)) > 0 for s = t,, ik. it must also be the case that 
pj+ ,(fJ and pi+ ,(ik) have opposite signs. Therefore pj+, has a zero in 
[tk, ik] c If,, tk+,] for all k> 1. Since tp t, as k + co, it must also be true 
that pj+ , has an infinite number of zeros that converge to t,. Continuing in 
this manner it follows that pi(fO) = 0 for all i E (l...., m) which is impossible 
since p is nontrivial. This contradiction shows that each pi has only a finite 
number of zeros. 
In the case of m = 2, a refined argument as the previous one leads to an 
estimate of the numbers of zeros of the adjoint function. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that each of the suppositions and rtotafions in 
Proposition 4 are valid and that m = 2. If & = (,bi)i is a time optimal control 
for (3.2) indicated in Proposition 4. then for af least one i E ( 1. 2) 
,Li = vi or ,Li = 0. 
The other confrol component bj has at most one point of discontinuity and 
Ljtf) E {O, L:j(t) 1 for all t E (0. T]. 
Indication of proof Since the off-diagonal elements of the matrix 
[a/a&(;(f))]* are nonnegative for t E [0, F] by (g2). one can check that if 
t E (0. f] and p(t) > 0, then p(s) > 0 for all s E (0, t]. Similarly, p(t) < B 
implies that p(s) < 0 for all s E [O, t]. By uniqueness of solutions p, and pz 
cannot vanish simultaneously, and hence one can easily deduce that at most 
one of p’ and p2 can change sign in (0. F\, and that a sign change can occur 
only once. 
Remark. It is important to note that for m = 2 it is impossible to steer 
the solution z to (3.2) to a point c* such that g(c*) = B if one of the controls 
,u, or ,uu? is required to be zero. Suppose for definiteness that g(c*) = 0 and it 
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is required in (3.2) that p,(t) E 0. Applying the argument used in the proof 
of Proposition 5, one can show that if [* is reachable, the time optimal 
solution f corresponds to a control of the form ,L??(L) = vz(t) (and b,(t) = 0 by 
assumption). Since vz(t) > 0 for t E [0, T]. one sees that i is increasing, and 
hence 8 < i(t) < <* for all t E [0, P]. But, by (g2), we have 
and hence that f,(t) <y,(t) for f E [O, i’], where .v, is the solution to 
.v’, = g,(y,, CF), y,(O) = 0. Since g,([F, [,*) = 0 and solutions to this equation 
are unique, we see that 
f,(f) <.v,(f) < c;” for all f E [O, f] 
Since it is assumed that T(f) = [*. we have a contradiction. 
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